RIVBOS Rubber Kids Polarized Sunglasses With Strap Glasses
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Composite frame
Plastic lens
polarized
UV Protection Coating coating
Lens width: 4.8 inches
SOFT SILICON AND UNBREAKABLE MATERIALS- RIVBOS always walks at the forefront of the
world of stylish high-tech frames and lenses. With our revolutionary soft silicon and unbreakable
materials, our sunglasses frames perfectly resolve the breaking issues. Along with our attention to
detail, we take great pride in knowing that our product is safe for your children to wear.
SUPER CUTE AND COLORFUL DESIGN- Our sunglasses provide various color assortment for
parents to choose. Both boys and girls can find their suitable sunglasses in RIVBOS store.RIVBOS
sunglasses adhere the design conccept of "expericencing splendid life". We propose the attitude
that design comes from life and it is above the real life. We would like to follow fashion with those
who advocate high taste and dare to try.
Unpolarized light, after reflection at a specular (shiny) surface, generally obtains a degree of
polarization. Polarizing sunglasses exploit this effect to reduce glare from reflections by horizontal
surfaces, notably the road ahead viewed at a grazing angle. Wearers of polarized sunglasses will
occasionally observe inadvertent polarization effects such as color-dependent birefringent effects.
Young eyes are more susceptible to sun damage because they have larger pupils and clearer
lenses. Kids receive 3x more annual UV exposure than adults, but less than 30% of parents are
currently protecting their childrenâ€™s eyes with sunglasses. When choosing the size of RIVBOS
sunglasses, you have to consider the various width measurements given in the sunglasses'
specification details. This can be accomplished by approximating the width of the sunglasses with a
ruler relative to your facial features. However, the best way to choose the right size of RIVBOS
sunglasses is to visit a licensed retailer and try on multiple sizes in person. This will give you an
idea of what frame width will best fit you. Look into a mirror and hold a ruler below your eyes.
Calculate the distance between both ends of your temples. To calculate the frame width of a
sunglasses from the standard measurements use this simple formula: 2 x Lens Width + Bridge
Width Â±1 inch (average for the hinge extensions) RIVBOS apply super flexible and bendable
material - silicon rubber to our kidâ€™s sunglasses. They will not easily broke in normal use but
please use them gently. Donâ€™t put too much pressure on them. We hope your children could
have a colorful childhood so we provide various of colors for you to choose. We also have many
different styles and designs. We are sure you will find something your like in our store. We provide
several accessories to cover your needs-a pouch which could also be used for cleaning cloth, a
polarization test card and a strap. The strap could keep the sunglasses from falling down while
running or doing other sports so your kids wonâ€™t get hurt. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo
code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value
for money.

